TELLINGPLACES
Narrative and Identity in Art and Architecture
Research Spaces IV Annual Conference, Woburn Studios, 4th-5th December, 2007

INVITED SPEAKERS:
Bruce McLean
Jane & Louise Wilson

WORKSHOP (Conviving with Real and Imaginary Spaces)
Gavin Bryars

MODERATORS/RESPONDENTS:
Nick Beach
Penney Florence
Richard Froys
Tatiana Flowers
Rosalie Paris
Janet Hendley
Ivana Vojtkam

CONFERENCE:
Carola Ferro, Charlotte Ashby, Yu-Wei Wang, Matesa Eleman and Katherine Nass
Tim Gough, Luiz Marques, Laura Schuster, Christa Ioannou, Tim Brown and Kathy Orland
Isabel Abis, Pipang Dai, David Forth, Katherine Chevrier, Jamie O’Sullivan and Nina Handley

EXHIBITION:
Christa Ioannou, Howard Bond, Dina Cory, Griffin Davison, Lle Lybeter
Constance Loui, Betti Sweeney

ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:
Nicol Serechin, Laura Cinii
Christa Ioannou
Christina Papastergiou
Legna Sarcone Sala
Anne Shadkman

ADVISORY COMMITTEE:
Penney Florence
Jonathan Hill
Barbara Primmer

Email: info@tellingplaces.co.uk Website: http://www.tellingplaces.co.uk